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Executive Summary

Gold Fusion Pty Ltd (Gold Fusion) own a number of land parcels that collectively comprise the area 
covered by the endorsed Whitby Local Structure Plan (LSP), referred to herein as the Whitby LSP 
area.   The Whitby LSP area is located approximately 45km south of the Perth Central Business 
District (CBD) within the Shire of Serpentine Jarrahdale, and Gold Fusion now intend to progress with 
subdivision of the site in accordance with the endorsed LSP.

This Bushfire Management Plan (BMP) has been prepared to support the subdivision of Precinct 2 
within the Whitby LSP area, which is part of a much larger staged residential development that will 
continue well into the future.  The Precinct 2 area is approximately 18.7 hectares (ha) and covers part 
of Lots 25 and 27 South Western Highway, Whitby.  The Precinct 2 area is herein referred to as “the 
site” and its location is shown generally in Figure 1, and its specific boundaries shown in Figure 2.

Conditional subdivision approval was issued by the Western Australian Planning Commission (WAPC) 
in October 2014 (WAPC Reference 150526), and the conditionally approved subdivision plan (see
Figure 3) indicates how subdivision and development of the site will occur to create individual 
residential lots, one grouped housing site and two areas of public open space.

The site is zoned “Urban” under the Metropolitan Region Scheme (MRS) and “Urban Development” 
under the Shire of Serpentine-Jarrahdale Town Planning Scheme No. 2 (TPS No. 2).

The site has historically been cleared of native vegetation to be used for broad scale agricultural uses 
(predominantly grazing) and more recently blue gum plantation.  Following the harvest of the blue gum 
plantations the site is now characterised by high coverage of exotic pasture grass species with limited
remnant vegetation (as shown in Figure 2). The site is bound by Manjedal Brook and its associated 
public reserve to the south, and areas of vacant rural land (paddocks) to the north, east and west 
associated with the broader Gold Fusion landholdings within the Whitby LSP area.

As part of the subdivision and development process, the site will be almost entirely cleared of any 
existing vegetation, with some tree retention in areas of public open space which will be landscaped 
and managed as public parkland. 

Areas of remnant vegetation outside of the site (within the 100 metre (m) assessment boundary) have 
been considered in terms of whether they are likely to remain in the short to long term, and therefore 
whether they will pose bushfire hazard considerations for development within the site. Areas to the 
north, west and east of the site form part of the broader Gold Fusion landholdings and are intended for 
future subdivision and development in accordance with the endorsed Whitby LSP as shown in 
Appendix A.  Any classified vegetation in these areas (within 100m of the site), will be maintained to a
“Low Threat” status by slashing grass fuels and removing leaf litter, until such a time as development 
progresses for future stages.  Permanent bushfire hazard considerations are only posed by the 
classified vegetation within the Manjedal Brook public reserve adjacent to the southern boundary of 
the site.

All areas within 100 metres (m) of the site boundary have been assessed for vegetation classification
and bushfire hazard rating levels.  It has been determined that all proposed future dwellings arising 
from the subdivision will fall within the acceptable level of risk.  The Bushfire Attack Level (BAL) as 
well as the Building Protection Zone (BPZ) have been assessed and shown in Figure 12 and Figure 
13 respectively.  
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As discussed with relevant officers from the Shire of Serpentine Jarrahdale, the BAL assessment 
associated with the classified vegetation south of the site (associated with the Manjedal Brook public 
reserve), has been determined from the edge of the existing fire break located within the public 
reserve as shown in Figure 12. This fire break has been measured 10 m from the site boundary 
(within the Manjedal Brook public reserve). This approach was taken to avoid restricting the Shire’s
ability to undertake revegetation works within the public reserve at a future date. Areas of the 
development that are adjacent to identified bushfire hazards have a 20 m minimum BPZ.

It is expected that the implementation of this BMP will reduce the threat to future residents, visitors 
and fire fighters in the areas proposed for urban development associated with this BMP. 
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background 

Gold Fusion Pty Ltd (Gold Fusion) own a number of land parcels that collectively comprise the area 
covered by the endorsed Whitby Local Structure Plan (LSP) as shown in Appendix A, referred to 
herein as the ‘Whitby LSP area’.   The Whitby LSP area is located approximately 45km south of the 
Perth Central Business District (CBD) within the Shire of Serpentine Jarrahdale, and Gold Fusion now 
intend to progress with subdivision of the site in accordance with the endorsed LSP.

This Bushfire Management Plan (BMP) has been prepared to support the subdivision of the Precinct 2 
area within the Whitby LSP area, which is part of a much larger staged residential development that 
will continue well into the future.  It builds on the Fire Management Plan (Revision E) prepared and 
approaved for Precinct 1 of Whitby Estate (Emerge Associates and Bushfire Safety Consulting 
2015).The Precinct 2 area is approximately 18.7 hectares (ha) and covers part Lots 25 and 27 South 
Western Highway, Whitby.  The Precinct 2 area is herein referred to as ‘the site’ and its location is 
shown generally in Figure 1, and its specific boundaries shown in Figure 2.

The site has historically been cleared of native vegetation to be used for broad scale agricultural uses 
(predominantly grazing) and more recently blue gum plantation.  Following the harvest of the blue gum 
plantations the site is now characterised by high coverage of exotic pasture grass species with
scattered blue gum regrowth and limited remnant vegetation (as can be seen in Figure 2). The site is 
bound by Manjedal Brook and its associated public reserve to the south, and areas of vacant rural 
land (paddocks) to the north, east and west associated with the broader Gold Fusion holdings within 
the Whitby LSP area.

1.2 Aim

This BMP has been prepared on behalf of Gold Fusion to specifically satisfy subdivision condition 25 
of the conditional subdivision approval issued by the Western Australian Planning Commission 
(WAPC) in October 2014 (WAPC reference 150526) for the site (covering Precinct 2).  

Specifically, Condition 25 requires:

A Fire Management Plan being prepared, approved and relevant provisions implemented during 
subdivisional works, in accordance with the WAPC’s Guideline Planning for Bushfire Protection Edition 
2, May 2010 (in particular Appendix 3) to the specifications of the local government. (Local 
Government)

In addition to this, Condition 26 requires the following:

Subject to the findings of the Fire Management Plan outlined in Condition 25, a notification, pursuant 
to section 70A of the Transfer of Land Act 1893 is to be placed on the certificate(s) of title of the 
proposed lot(s).  Notice of this notification is to be included on the diagram or plan of survey 
(deposited plan).  This notification is to state as follows: 

‘The lot(s) is/are subject to a Fire Management Plan.’ (Local Government)

This BMP specifically identifies the lots within Precinct 2 for which this notification needs to apply.
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In addition to satisfying the above subdivision conditions, the ultimate aim of this BMP is to reduce the 
occurrence of and minimise the impact of bushfires within the site, thereby reducing the threat to life, 
property and the environment.

1.3 Statutory and Policy Framework

The following key legislation, policies and guidelines are relevant to the preparation of fire 
management strategies and plans.

1.3.1 Bush Fires Act 1954

The Bush Fires Act 1954 sets out provisions to reduce the dangers resulting from bushfires; prevent, 
control and extinguish bushfires; and for other purposes. The Act addresses various matters including 
prohibited burning times, enabling Local Government to require landowners and/or occupiers to 
plough or clear fire breaks, to control and extinguish bushfires and establish and maintain Bush Fire 
Brigades. 

Accordingly, the Shire of Serpentine Jarrahdale publishes annual Firebreak Notices that can be 
downloaded from: http://www.sjshire.wa.gov.au/prevention/.  A copy of the most current Firebreak 
Notice (for the 2014/15 season) has been provided in Appendix B. 

1.3.2 State Planning Policy No. 3.4 Natural Hazards and Disasters

The objectives of the State Planning Policy No. 3.4 Natural Hazards and Disasters are to:

� Include planning for natural disasters as a fundamental element when preparing all statutory and 
non-statutory planning documents, specifically town planning schemes and amendments, and 
local planning strategies.

� Use these planning instruments to minimise the adverse effects of natural disasters on 
communities, the economy and the environment.

This policy determines those areas that are most vulnerable to bushfire and where development is 
appropriate and not appropriate. The provisions and requirements contained in Planning for Bush Fire
Protection Guidelines - Edition 2 (WAPC et al., 2010) are used in this determination.

1.3.3 Australian Standard AS 3959 – 2009 Construction of buildings in bushfire prone areas

The Australian Standard AS 3959-2009 Construction of buildings in bushfire prone areas (AS 3959) 
specified requirements for the construction of buildings in bushfire prone areas in order to improve 
their resistance to bushfire attack from embers, radiant heat, flame contact, and combinations of these 
attack forms.

The objective of AS 3959 is to provide detailed methods of assessing bushfire attack and to prescribe 
particular construction details for buildings to reduce the risk of ignition from a bushfire, appropriate to 
the:

� Potential for ignition caused by burning embers, radiant heat or flame generated by a bushfire.
� Intensity of the bushfire attack on the building.
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1.3.4 Planning for Bush Fire Protection Guidelines (2010)

The Planning for Bush Fire Protection Guidelines - Edition 2 (2010) was prepared by the Department 
of Fire and Emergency Services (DFES), the WAPC and the Department of Planning and 
Infrastructure. The guidelines are the foundation for fire risk management planning on private land in 
Western Australia. 

The guidelines address important fire risk management and planning issues and set out performance 
criteria and acceptable solutions to minimise the risk of bushfires in new subdivisions and 
developments. The guidelines also address management issues including location, design, the 
development site, setback requirements, Bushfire Attack Level (BAL) ratings, vehicular access and 
water. 

1.3.5 Draft Planning and Development (Bushfire Risk Management) Regulations 2014

The Department of Planning (DoP) and the WAPC have released draft Planning and Development 
(Bushfire Risk Management) Regulations 2014 pursuant to the Planning and Development Act 2005 
with the aim of ensuring that bushfire risk is addressed in planning and development decisions, and 
providing a legal basis for the requirement to undertake bushfire assessments and to apply increased 
construction standards associated with increased bushfire risk. These regulations are due to come 
into effect in September 2015.

1.3.6 Draft State Planning Policy 3.7 Planning for Bushfire Risk Management and draft 
Planning for Bushfire Risk Management Guidelines (2014)

The Department of Planning (DoP) and WAPC have recently released draft State Planning Policy 3.7 
Planning for Bushfire Risk Management (2014) and the draft Planning for Bushfire Risk Management 
Guidelines (2014).  Although currently in draft form, the relevant requirements of these documents 
have been accommodated within this BMP.

The draft State Planning Policy 3.7 Planning for Bushfire Risk Management (2014) is intended to 
inform and guide decision makers, referral authorities and proponents to achieve acceptable bushfire 
protection outcomes, including expectations at the different stages of the planning process.  

The draft Planning for Bushfire Risk Management Guidelines (2014) provides an update on Planning 
for Bush Fire Protection Guidelines - Edition 2 (WAPC et al, 2010) to ensure necessary bushfire 
management measures are incorporated into proposed development.
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2 Proposal and Objectives

The WAPC conditionally approved subdivision for the Precinct 2 area in October 2014 (WAPC 
reference 150526) with a revised plan approved in March 2015.  The conditionally approved 
subdivision plan provides for the creation of individual residential lots, one grouped housing site, and 
two areas of public open space (see Figure 3). 

Community bushfire safety is a shared responsibility between state and local governments, fire 
agencies, communities and individuals. The planning and building controls outlined in this BMP, when 
implemented, will reduce the risk to people and property within the site.  How future residents interpret 
the risk, prepare and maintain their properties and buildings and what decisions and actions they take 
(i.e. evacuate early or stay and defend or other) will greatly influence the consequences of any 
bushfire. 

The objective of this BMP is to address bushfire management issues within the site (the Whitby 
Precinct 2 subdivision area). If there is a bushfire within or near the site, implementing this BMP will 
reduce the threat to residents, property and emergency response personnel.

Achievable and measurable goals of this plan include ensuring: 

� Development is located where the bushfire hazard does not present an unreasonable level of risk 
to life and property. 

� Vehicular access to the development is safe if a bushfire occurs. 
� Water is available to the development, so that life and property can be protected from bushfire. 
� Development is sited to minimise the effects of a bushfire. 
� Development design will minimise the effects of a bushfire. 

This document sets out the roles and responsibilities of the developer (Gold Fusion), future residents,
the Shire of Serpentine Jarrahdale and DFES. It is important that the measures and procedures 
outlined in this BMP are adopted through the subdivision and dwelling construction approvals 
processes.

This BMP includes:

� A description of the site, the surrounding area, fire climate and bushfire history.
� A summary of research into the related effects of a bushfire.
� A bushfire hazard assessment.
� Means of addressing vehicular access.
� Siting of buildings to include building protection and hazard separation zones.
� Water supply.
� Maps and plans of fire reduction measures.
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3 Description of the Area

3.1 General

The site has historically been cleared of native vegetation (prior to 1953) and used for broad scale 
agricultural land uses, primarily livestock grazing.  Between 1995 and 2013 the site was established 
and managed as a blue gum plantation, with full harvesting occurring in 2013.  The site is now 
characterised by extensive coverage of exotic pasture species with some regrowth of blue gums, and 
a scattered Eucalyptus marginata (jarrah), Corymbia calophylla (marri) and Allocasuarina fraseriana
(sheoak) over storey, as shown in Figure 2.  

The site interfaces with Manjedal Brook and its associated public reserve to the south-west, and is 
bound by ground works associated with the Whitby Precinct 1 subdivision to the south, and areas of 
vacant rural land (paddocks) to the north, east and west associated with the broader Gold Fusion 
holdings within the Whitby LSP area.

3.2 Climate and fire weather 

The behaviour of bushfires is significantly affected by weather conditions and burn more aggressively 
when high temperatures combine with low humidity and strong winds. In Perth the bushfire risk is 
greatest from summer through autumn when the moisture content in vegetation is low. Summer and 
autumn days with high temperatures, low humidity and strong winds are particularly conducive to the 
spread of bushfires. This threat is increased if thunderstorms develop, accompanied by lightning and 
little or no rain. 

Research indicates that virtually all house losses occur during severe, extreme or catastrophic 
conditions (i.e. when the Fire Danger Index is over 50) (Blanchi et al., 2010). 

The Bureau of Meteorology (2015) maintains that extreme fire weather conditions in the Perth region 
typically occur with strong easterly or north-easterly winds associated with a strong high to the south 
of the state and a trough offshore. Easterly winds represent approximately 60% of extreme fire 
weather days (events) compared to fewer than 5% associated with southerly winds. About 15% of 
Perth events occurred in a westerly flow following the passage of a trough.

Very dangerous fire weather conditions often follow a sequence of hot days and easterly winds that 
culminate when the trough deepens near the coast and moves inland. Winds can change from 
easterly to northerly and then to westerly during this sequence of climatic events. Katabatic winds are 
common at Whitby on summer mornings. These are winds that blow downhill from the Darling Scarp 
west towards the coast. They can be strong and blow well into the next morning.

Data from the Bureau of Meteorology weather station at Karnet (approximately 20 km south-east of 
the site) indicates that the area experiences warm dry summers and cool wet winters (shown in Plate 
1 and Plate 2), and is classified as a Mediterranean climate. Mean maximum temperatures (recorded 
between 1965-April 2015) vary from 31°C in January/February to 15°C in July.  
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Plate 1: Mean maximum temperatures for Karnet weather station between 1965 and April 
2015 (Bureau of Meteorology 2015)

Plate 2: Mean rainfall for Karnet weather station between 1963 and April 2015 (Bureau of 
Meteorology 2015)
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Data from the weather station indicate that the predominant winds near the site in the summer months 
at 3 pm are south-westerly and westerly (Bureau of Meteorology 2015). Easterly and south-easterly 
winds are more common in January and February as shown in Plate 3 below. Wind strength, direction 
and frequency from the south-west are dominant and occur 25-35 per cent of the time.  

Plate 3: Rose of wind direction and wind speed in km/h for December, January and February between 1965 and 
September 2010 at the Karnet Bureau of Meteorology weather station (Bureau of Meteorology 2015) 
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3.3 Topography 

The topography of the site is undulating, with a general downslope to the west. The natural surface 
height ranges from its highest elevation of approximately 54.0m Australian Height Datum (AHD) in the 
east of the site to its lowest elevation of approximately 41.0m AHD in the south-west corner of the site, 
resulting in a south-westerly aspect. The topography of the site is shown in Figure 4. 

3.4 Bushfire fuels 

The majority of the site has been historically cleared of native vegetation to facilitate agricultural land 
uses and was predominantly used for livestock grazing.  More recently, between 1995 and 2013, the 
site was used for the propagation of blue gums (*Eucalyptus globulus).  The blue gums have since 
been harvested, however some limited regrowth occurs over exotic pasture grass species with 
occasional jarrah and marri trees scattered throughout.  Woodland vegetation occurs in the east of the 
site which is made up of Eucalyptus marginata subsp. marginata with Allocasuarina fraseriana over 
Xanthorrhoea preissii and Xanthorrhoea gracilis over Tetraria octandra with pasture grasses and 
broadleaf weeds on flats with grey-brown sandy loams (Cardno 2010)

From an intactness point of view, vegetation across the majority of the site is in ‘Completely Degraded’ 
condition, based on the Keighery (1994) vegetation condition scale, as the original vegetation 
structure has been completely altered (i.e. is absent) due to historic clearing associated with
agricultural land uses.

There are several areas of vegetation surrounding the site that pose bushfire hazards relevant for the 
subdivision of the site. These areas include remnant ‘Woodland’ vegetation east of the site, and 
‘Forest’ vegetation to the south-west (associated with the Manjedal Brook public reserve) of the site, 
and the implications arising from these areas are discussed further in Section 4.3.1. Forest vegetation 
occurs to the south-west of the site, within land associated with the broader Whitby LSP area, and 
contains a mixture of fence plantings of *Eucalyptus robusta and *Eucalyptus camaldulensis. This 

Interpreting Plate 3 – wind speed vs. direction plot

Wind roses summarise the occurrence of winds at a location, showing their strength, 
direction and frequency. The percentage of calm conditions is represented by the size of the 
centre circle - the bigger the circle, the higher is the frequency of calm conditions. Each 
branch of the rose represents wind coming from that direction, with north to the top of the 
diagram. Eight directions are used. The branches are divided into segments of different 
thickness and colour, which represent wind speed ranges in that direction. Speed ranges of 
10 km/h are used. The length of each segment within a branch is proportional to the 
frequency of winds blowing within corresponding range of speeds from that direction (BOM, 
2010).
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area falls within landholdings owned by Gold Fusion, and will be maintained to a low threat fuel load to 
ensure this vegetation does not pose a bushfire hazard to the site.

3.5 Land use 

The site is zoned “Urban” under the Metropolitan Region Scheme (MRS) and is surrounded by areas 
that are likewise zoned, associated with the Mundijong-Whitby urban cell.  This urban cell extends 
considerably further north (to the full extent of Gold Fusion’s landholdings) to Norman Road, west to 
the future Tonkin Highway extension, east to South Western Highway, and south to Watkins 
Road/Mundijong Road.  There are areas reserved for “Railways” further west of the site that are also 
identified as a Bush Forever Site, although this area is well beyond the necessary area of 
consideration for this BMP.  The MRS zones and reservations covering and surrounding the site are 
shown in Figure 5. 

The site is zoned “Urban Development” under the Shire of Serpentine-Jarrahdale Town Planning 
Scheme No. 2 (TPS No. 2), as is the wider Whitby LSP area.  The Manjedal Brook public reserve, 
which is immediately south-west of the site, is reserved for “Public Open Space” and is likely to retain 
remnant vegetation in the long term.  This has been considered as part of this BMP.

3.6 Assets

Following the implementation of the conditionally approved subdivision plan, the site will support new 
residential lots, one grouped housing site and two areas of public open space, and will ultimately be
part of a larger urban community spanning the Whitby LSP area (see Figure 1).

Dwellings exposed to any bushfire hazard will be those located around the perimeter of the site and 
within 100 m of classified vegetation that is likely to remain in the medium and long term. 

3.7 Access

The site is currently accessible from Reilly Road (off South Western Highway) and informally from the 
easternmost Manjedal Brook crossing onto Keirnan Street.  Residential subdivision is currently 
underway within Precinct 1 immediately south of the site, and formal access will be available to the 
site through this development area.

Once subdivided and supporting residential lots and associated dwellings, the site will be accessible 
through Precinct 1 and the westernmost crossing of Manjedal Brook to Keirnan Street south of the site
and to Reilly Road through to South Western Highway east of the site (emergency access only until 
eastern stages are developed at which point the access will be upgraded for general public use). 

These road access ways will ensure that at least two access options are available for the site. In the 
long-term and in accordance with the endorsed Whitby LSP, there will be three trafficable and formal 
road access options into the site and surrounding areas. This will include two crossings of Manjedal 
Brook to Keirnan Street, and the ultimate (and upgraded) access to South Western Highway that is 
currently Reilly Road.  There will also be additional road access options crossing the rail line to 
Soldiers Road in the west, to South Western Highway in the east, and potentially through to Norman 
Road in the north as the full Whitby LSP development layout is implemented through staged 
subdivisional development. Vehicular access for the site is shown in Figure 6. 
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3.8 Water supply 

Reticulated water will be provided to the entire development. Fire hydrants will be spaced according 
to Water Corporation and DFES standards and provide emergency services with access to an 
adequate water supply. 
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4 Fire Problem

4.1 Bushfire history 

Fires have been common on the Swan Coastal Plain for thousands of years, and the anthropological 
and historical evidence suggests that Aboriginal people regularly burnt this area (Hallam, 1975,
Abbott, 2003).  

Bushfires are common in the Shire of Serpentine Jarrahdale, as with any largely rural local 
government area.  As land use intensification occurs and urban development replaces rural land 
and/or areas of native vegetation, bushfire hazards are removed thereby reducing areas that can carry 
a bushfire. At the same time however, the number of people and assets in the community increases 
thereby increasing the risk at the bushland interface.

Recent bushfire history includes a fire that started at Pruden Road, Mundijong (approximately 1.8 km 
south-east of the site) in February 2013, affecting areas of east Whitby and Karrakup. The fire affected 
approximately 24 hectares and over 100 fire fighters were present, including water bombing aircraft to 
suppress the fire. Residents were able to return to their properties the following day.

Given that bushfires are common in the Shire of Serpentine Jarrahdale, this BMP plays an important
role in ensuring that the development of the land appropriately mitigates the risk and threat posed from 
bushfire. 

4.2 Bushfire risk 
The risk management process described in AS/NZS ISO 31000:2009 Risk management – Principles 
and guidelines is a systematic method for identifying, analysing, evaluating and treating emergency 
risks. 

Bushfire risk is determined by assessing:

� Bushfire hazard (i.e. vegetation).
� Threat level (i.e. proximity of the hazard to assets and people).
� Vulnerability of the asset.
� Consequence rating (i.e. a rating for the potential outcome once the ‘incident’ has occurred).
� Likelihood rating (i.e. the chance of an event).

It is not necessary to undertake a comprehensive bushfire risk assessment according to 
AS/NZS ISO 31000:2009 for this BHA, as risk has been considered in the context of a comprehensive 
bushfire hazard assessment that has been undertaken is outlined in Section 4.3 in accordance with 
the relevant Australian Standards. The bushfire risk level is assessed in later sections by determining 
the indicative Bushfire Attack Levels (BALs) for exposed areas of the development.

The vulnerability of assets such as dwellings is impacted by several factors. Some relate to the way a 
bushfire behaves at a site, others to the design and construction materials in the building and siting of 
surrounding elements.  Infrastructure, utilities and human behaviour are also factors. Leonard (2009) 
identified the following factors:

� Terrain (slope).
� Vegetation (overall fuel load, steady state litter load, bark fuels, etc.).
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� Weather (temperature, relative humidity and wind speed).
� Distance of building from unmanaged vegetation.
� Individual elements surrounding the building that are either a shield or an additional fuel source.
� Proximity to surrounding infrastructure.
� Building design and maintenance.
� Human behaviour (ability to be present and capacity to fight the fire).
� Access to the building and how that influences human behaviour.
� Water supply for active and/or passive defence.
� Power supply. 

Where buildings are lost, this is likely to occur as a result of their vulnerability to the mechanisms of 
bushfire attack.  Buildings constructed to AS 3959 standards, are more likely to survive a bushfire than 
buildings that do not conform to these construction standards, although building survival is not 
guaranteed. 

The vulnerability of people is determined by several factors, including age, fitness levels, gender, level 
of preparation, and number of occupants who can actively defend a property. 

The development will be comprised of individual residential dwellings, one grouped housing site and 
two areas of public open space. No other vulnerable land uses (e.g. aged car facilities) are proposed 
within the site.

4.3 Bushfire hazard 

Assessing bushfire hazards at a strategic level takes into account the predominant class of vegetation 
within the site and surrounding areas for 100 m, as shown in Figure 7.  Fuel layers in a typical forest 
environment can be broken-down into five segments as illustrated in Plate 4 below. These defined fuel 
layers are used in the following descriptions regarding vegetation types, fuel structure and bushfire 
hazard levels.  

Plate 4: The five fuel layers in a forest environment that could be associated with bushfire 
behaviour (Gould et al. 2007)
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4.3.1 Vegetation type and structure

The majority of the site has been historically cleared of native vegetation to facilitate agricultural land 
uses, and was predominantly used for livestock grazing.  Until recently, and between 1995 and 2013, 
the site was used for the propagation of blue gums (*Eucalyptus globulus).  The blue gums have since 
been largely harvested, however some regrowth can be observed over non-native pasture grass 
species with occasional jarrah and marri trees scattered throughout (see Plate 5 below).  The blue 
gum regrowth is generally around two metres in height. From an intact remnant vegetation point of 
view, these portions of the site are in ‘Completely Degraded’ condition.

‘Forest’ vegetation to the south-west of the site (within the broader Gold Fusion landholdings) consists 
of a mixture of fence plantings of *Eucalyptus robusta and *Eucalyptus camaldulensis (see Plate 6).
This area also contains a number of invasive woody weeds, such as Acacia longifolia (golden wattle),
*Acacia podalyriifolia (silver wattle), and *Acacia iteaphylla (Flinders Range wattle). Based on foliage 
cover, this area represents an ‘Open Forest’ structure (30-70% foliage cover). This area of vegetation 
is in ‘Completely Degraded’ condition as the vegetation comprises mostly planted exotic species and 
is in ‘Degraded’ condition where stands of E. rudis or C. calophylla occur.

There is extensive accumulation of fine fuels on the surface of the ground under areas of tree canopy
in this area of tree planting south-west of the site.  This is composed of leaf and bark litter and small 
twigs and branches from the overstorey trees.  Where some Euclaypt species (such as Eucalyptus 
camaldulensis) occur, the ribbon bark fuels from this species have accumulated and provide a fuel 
type that is a potential long distance spotting fuel.  

Plate 5: Scattered regrowth of Blue Gum over non-native pasture grasses across the site
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Plate 6: Planted Eucalypt species south-west of the site, within the broader Gold Fusion 
landholdings.

‘Open Forest’ vegetation south-west of the site, associated with Manjedal Brook public reserve, occurs 
along the entire length of the southern boundary of the Whitby LSP area (see Plate 7). This vegetation 
is comprised of Eucalyptus rudis with Corymbia calophylla over Melaleuca rhaphiophylla over Juncus 
pallidus, *Watsonia meriana var. bulbillifera, *Gomphocarpus fruticosus and introduced grass species 
along the minor creekline with dark-brown sandy clay-loams (Cardno 2010).  This vegetation is in 
‘Degraded’ condition with minimal understorey remaining.  Invasive woody weeds, such as golden 
wattle, *silver wattle, and Flinders Range wattle provide an intermediate fuel layer and a ladder fuel 
thereby potentially assisting a fire to crown in the eucalypt overstorey.  The removal of these 
introduced tree species would lower the bushfire threat from the forest vegetation south-west of the 
site.  Some of the introduced tree species have formed thick regrowth areas thereby adding to the 
elevated fuel structure and total fuel load.  Portions of this area have been subject to numerous 
revegetation efforts using both native and non-native species.
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Plate 7: Forest vegetation south-west of the site within the Manjedal Brook foreshore reserve
and areas of revegetation

Patches of classified vegetation occur in the east of the site (see Plate 8) and are made up of 
Eucalyptus marginata subsp. marginata with Allocasuarina fraseriana over Xanthorrhoea preissii and 
Xanthorrhoea gracilis over Tetraria octandra with pasture grasses and broadleaf weeds on flats with 
grey-brown sandy loams (Cardno 2010).  This vegetation is in ‘Degraded’ condition with minimal 
understorey remaining.

The area of ‘Woodland’ vegetation in the east of the site has retained some elevated fuels such as 
Xanthorrhoea spp., but there is minimal intermediate fuels, and near surface fuels are dominated by 
some native species and introduced grasses.
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Plate 8: Woodland vegetation in the east of the site, with elevated shrubland vegetation

4.3.2 Vegetation in Public Open Space

There are two areas of public open space within the approved subdivision plan for the site (as shown 
in Figure 3) which will be landscaped and designed to meet the requirements of ‘Low Threat’ 
vegetation types under AS 3959 classifications, and therefore will pose no future hazard to residential 
dwellings within the site. This is detailed further in the Landscape and Manjedal Brook Foreshore 
Management Plan prepared for the site (Emerge Associates 2015).

4.3.3 Bushfire Hazard Assessment – Existing Site Conditions

The existing vegetation classifications within the site and the surrounding 100 m assessment area is 
shown in Figure 7. Descriptions of the vegetation types, structure and fuel layers were outlined in 
Section 4.3.1. 

The bushfire hazard assessment levels were determined using Appendix 1 of the Planning for 
Bushfire Protection Guidelines – Edition 2 (WAPC et al. 2010) and are shown in Figure 8. 

Most areas in the site have a moderate bushfire hazard rating due to the presence of unmanaged 
grassland vegetation. The areas of forest and woodland vegetation are rated as extreme bushfire 
hazards.

Existing bushfire hazards surrounding the site can be seen in Figure 8 and are largely associated with 
Manjedal Brook adjacent to the south-western boundary of the site, while patches of woodland 
vegetation in east of the site and surrounding the site to the north and east also pose extreme 
hazards.  
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4.3.4 Bushfire Hazard Assessment – Post Development Site Conditions

The post development site conditions vegetation classification mapping for the site is shown in Figure 
9 and shows the dominant vegetation types that will remain within the site and surrounding area 
(within 100m) after development of the site has been completed.

The bushfire hazard assessment levels were determined using Appendix 1 of the Planning for 
Bushfire Protection Guidelines – Edition 2 (WAPC et al. 2010) and are shown in Figure 10. 

As with the existing site conditions the majority of the post development bushfire hazard occurs south-
west of the site, associated with the forest vegetation within the Manjedal Brook public reserve. Areas 
of forest (fence planting) and woodland vegetation south-west and east of the site respectively fall 
within areas of future urban subdivision associated with the broader Whitby LSP area. This vegetation 
will be maintained by the developer (Gold Fusion) at a low threat standard prior to the creation of titles 
within the site (through the slashing of grass fuels and removal of understorey vegetation), until such a 
time as development proceeds in these surrounding areas, and will therefore pose no bushfire hazard 
management considerations for the site.  

4.3.5 Effective slope

The effective slope of areas surrounding the site is in the range of 0-5 degrees upslope adjacent to the 
northern and eastern boundaries, and effectively flat or downslope 0-5 degrees south and west of the 
site. The western interface is adjacent to land with effective flat or slightly downslope gradients, 
however the vegetation is predominantly intensively managed in this area. 

The BAL assessment outlined in Section 5.2.4 has been carried out based on the post development 
vegetation classifications and effective slopes beneath these areas. The effective slope under areas of 
post development classified vegetation is shown in Figure 11. Managed grassland areas surrounding 
the site to the north, east and west (within the broader Gold Fusion landholdings) does not trigger BAL 
considerations, and therefore has not been considered in Figure 11. 

4.4 Bushfire threat 

Bushfires are common in the Shire of Serpentine Jarrahdale and there is a possibility of a bushfire 
impacting the site primarily from permanent vegetation associated with the Manjedal Brook public 
reserve south-west of the site.

The bushfire threat is best determined by undertaking a Bushfire Attack Level assessment which is 
further outlined in Section 5.2.4.

4.5 Summary of bushfire potential issues  

At the completion of development within the site and areas immediately surrounding the site 
associated with the broader Whitby LSP area, bushfire hazards will be concentrated to the south of 
the Whitby LSP area associated with the vegetation in the adjacent Manjedal Brook public reserve. 

Vegetation north, east and west of the site will be subject to future subdivision processes and in the 
meantime will be managed at a low bushfire fuel level by the developer until development proceeds in 
these areas, and will pose no bushfire hazard considerations for the site.
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5 Fire Mitigation Strategies

This BMP adopts an acceptable solution and performance-based system of control for each bushfire 
hazard management issue.  This approach is consistent with Appendix 2 of Planning for Bushfire 
Protection Guidelines - Edition 2 (WAPC et al., 2010).  The management issues are:

� Location of the development
� Vehicular access.
� Water.
� Siting of the development.
� Design of the development.

Acceptable solutions are proposed for four out of the five management issues and each illustrates a 
means of satisfactorily meeting the corresponding performance criteria.  A performance-based 
approach is proposed for the remaining management issue.

5.1 Hazard management

There are some pasture grass hazards and emergent blue gum (regrowth from the previous plantation 
land use) presently surrounding the site.  Slashing of the grass fuels within 100 m of the site prior to 
the bushfire season will ensure any excessive grass fuel loads within surrounding development stage 
areas are maintained and managed to result in low bushfire fuel levels. The areas of woodland that 
occur north and east of the site will need to be managed and fuel reduced to ensure temporary 
bushfire hazards do not impose an unreasonable level of risk for the site.

The mitigation of hazards within areas proposed as public open space will be largely addressed 
through the detailed design of the landscaping and the selection of suitable species which includes 
species from the DFES species list (DFES, 2011). The Shire of Serpentine Jarrahdale will manage the 
long term maintenance of the parkland and reserves that fall within public open areas.  This is 
addressed in detail in the associated Precinct 2 Landscape and Manjedal Brook Foreshore 
Management Plan (Emerge Associates 2015).

5.2 Bushfire risk management 

It is not necessary to detail a comprehensive bushfire risk assessment as per AS/NZS ISO 
31000:2009 Risk management – Principles and guidelines.

Land use planning bushfire risk mitigation strategies are detailed in the following sections by providing 
responses to the performance criteria that fulfil the intent of the bushfire hazard management issues 
outlined in the Planning for Bushfire Protection Guidelines - Edition 2 (WAPC et al., 2010).

The compliant checklist is attached as Appendix C.

5.2.1 Element: Location of the development

5.2.1.1 Intent

To ensure that development/intensification of land use is located in areas where bushfire hazard does 
not present an unreasonable level of risk to life and property.
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5.2.1.2 Acceptable Solution

The majority of the site and surrounding area will have a ‘Low’ bushfire hazard rating associated with 
areas of pasture grasses and vegetation maintained to a low fuel level by Gold Fusion. The south-
west portion of the site is exposed to a permanent ‘Extreme’ bushfire hazard (associated with 
vegetation within Manjedal Brook) and has accommodated an appropriate setback (provided by a road 
interface with the adjacent bushfire hazard) to ensure that the maximum BAL rating for any future 
dwellings within the site is BAL-19.  The majority of proposed dwellings based on the approved 
subdivision plan would be rated BAL-LOW, followed by BAL-12.5 and BAL-19. BAL-29, BAL-40 and 
BAL-FZ ratings do not impact on future lots. This is discussed further in Section 5.2.4 below.

The exposed dwellings located within 100 m of classified vegetation will have the threat mitigated by 
ensuring those dwellings are compliant with AS 3959 construction standards and BAL-29 will not be 
exceeded.

The site will be provided with an adequate water supply and has adequate vehicular access for 
residents and fire fighters.

5.2.2 Element: Vehicular Access

5.2.2.1 Intent

To ensure vehicular access serving a subdivision development is safe if a bushfire occurs. 

5.2.2.2 Background

The internal road network of the site will integrate with that of Precinct 1 to the south, with primary 
access available from Keirnan Street south of Manjedal Brook (as shown in Figure 6). Future road 
networks of surrounding development stages of the Whitby Estate to the north, west and east will 
provide additional long term access to Keirnan Street, South Western Highway to the east, and 
Soldiers Road to the west of the site.

Loop roads are common, providing two access routes, and the interconnected roads create a 
permeable grid-like pattern. The proposed road network has been designed to accommodate the 
anticipated traffic volumes.

5.2.2.3 Acceptable Solution A2.1: Two Access Routes

The interconnected loop road system provides all residents and fire fighters with at least two road 
options at all times. Primary access to the site will be via Precinct 1 immediately south of the site, 
which provides access to Keirnan Street to the south via a bridge crossing over Manjedal Brook. 

As part of subdivision clearance for Precinct 1, an extension was required from the Precinct 1 
development area to the end of the existing Reilly Road reserve, to provide emergency access to 
South Western Highway to the east. Temporary secondary access to and from the site will be
available to South Western Highway in the east via Reilly Road, as shown in Figure 6. 

Additional public access route options will connect subdivision areas with broader access options 
outside the Whitby LSP area (to the north, west and east) as future stages of subdivision progress, 
and these will be in accordance with the endorsed Whitby LSP.
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5.2.2.4 Acceptable Solution A2.2: Public Roads

Surrounding public roads and all new public roads within the site will comply with the following 
minimum standards: 

� Minimum trafficable surface: 6 metres.
� Horizontal clearance: 6 metres.
� Vertical clearance: a clear vertical axis over the firebreak, road or access way (as per the Shire of 

Serpentine Jarrahdale’s Fire Break Notice).
� Maximum grades: 1 in 8.
� Maximum grades over <50 metres: 1 in 5.
� Maximum average grade: 1 in 7.
� Minimum weight capacity: 15 tonnes.
� Maximum crossfall: 1 in 33.
� Minimum inner radius of curves: 12 metres.

5.2.2.5 Acceptable Solution A2.7: Fire Service Access Road

The existing fire break/fire service access road adjacent to the south-western boundary of the site 
(within the Manjedal Brook public reserve) will be upgraded where necessary and maintained by the 
Shire of Serpentine Jarrahdale to ensure good access between the area of extreme bushfire hazard 
associated with Manjedal Brook vegetation, and future residential areas.  This has been discussed on-
site with Shire of Serpentine Jarrahdale Officers and is consistent with the approach undertaken for 
Precinct 1 (Emerge Associates and Bushfire Safety Consulting 2015).   The fire service access road 
standards which will be achieved are:

� Surface all weather.
� Dead end: not permitted.
� Minimum trafficable surface: 10 metres.
� Horizontal clearance: 6 metres.
� Vertical clearance: a clear vertical axis over the firebreak, road or access way (as per the Shire of 

Serpentine Jarrahdale’s Fire Break Notice).
� Maximum grades: 1 in 7.
� Maximum grades over <50 metres: 1 in 4.
� Maximum average grade: 1 in 5.
� Minimum weight capacity: 15 tonnes.
� Maximum crossfall: 1 in 33.
� Minimum inner radius of curves: 12 metres.
� Turn around areas designed to accommodate 3.4 appliances and to enable them to turn around 

safely every 500 metres.
� Erosions control measures and long term maintenance arrangements in place.
� Access to public road network every 1000 metres.
� Allow for two way traffic.

The fire service access road is addressed in the associated Precinct 2 Landscape and Manjedal Brook 
Foreshore Management Plan (Emerge Associates 2015).

5.2.2.6 Acceptable Solution A2.8: Gates

Gates will be used where necessary to restrict access to the upgraded fire service access road 
adjacent to the south-western boundary of the site, to be installed and maintained as necessary by the 
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Shire of Serpentine Jarrahdale, to ensure unauthorised access is not permitted. At this stage it is not 
anticipated that a gate will be required, however if applicable, the following standards will be achieved: 

� Minimum width: 4.2 metres.
� Design and construction: to be approved by relevant local government.
� Fire service access route gates: may be locked but only with a common key that is available to 

local fire service personnel.
� Signposted.

The requirement for gates is addressed in the associated Precinct 2 Landscape Management Plan 
(Emerge Associates 2015).

5.2.2.7 Acceptable Solution A2.10: Signs

Signs are to be erected and maintained by the Shire of Serpentine Jarrahdale where the fire services 
access route to the south-west of the site will adjoin public roads. The following standards will be 
achieved:

� Minimum height above ground: 0.9 metres.
� Design and construction: to be approved by relevant local government.
� Lettering height: 100 millimetres.
� To display the following wording: ‘Fire Service Access – No Public Access’.

The requirement for signage is addressed in the associated Precinct 2 Landscape and Manjedal 
Brook Foreshore Management Plan (Emerge Associates 2015).

5.2.3 Element: Water

5.2.3.1 Intent

To ensure water is available to the development to enable life and property to be defended from 
bushfire.

5.2.3.2 Acceptable Solution A3.1: Reticulated Water

The development is located within an Emergency Services Levy (ESL) Category 3 area. Fire 
services require ready access to an adequate water supply during fire emergencies.

The area will be provided with a reticulated water supply, together with fire hydrants that will meet the 
specifications of Water Corporation (Design Standard DS 63) and DFES.  Fire hydrants on land zoned 
as residential are required to be sited at or within 200 m of residential dwellings (Class 1a). 

The Water Corporation is responsible for all hydrant maintenance and repairs.

5.2.4 Element: Siting of the development

5.2.4.1 Intent

To ensure the siting of the development minimises the level of bushfire impact.

5.2.4.2 Background

The extent of post-development classified vegetation (Figure 9) is restricted to the existing vegetation 
south of the site, associated with the Manjedal Brook public reserve.
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Fence planted trees to the south-west of the site (north of the existing fire break/fire service access 
road, within the broader Whitby LSP area), and all other areas of public open space within the site will 
be landscaped and managed as maintained public reserves and parklands, and are therefore 
considered as ‘Low Threat’ vegetation with an associated ‘Low’ bushfire hazard.

Woodland and grassland vegetation surrounding the site (within 100 m) to the north, east and west fall 
within the broader Whitby LSP area and will be managed to a low fuel level by the developer (slashing 
of grass fuels and removal of understorey vegetation) until such a time as development proceeds in 
those areas. Once development proceeds in these areas, the hazard will either be removed to 
accommodate urban development or maintained as ‘Low Threat in public open space. 

Vegetation that does not trigger a BAL assessment according to AS 3959 includes the following:

� Vegetation of any type more than 100 m from the site.
� Single areas of vegetation less than 1 ha in area and not within 100 m of other areas of 

vegetation being classified.
� Multiple areas of vegetation less than 1 ha in area and not within 20 m of the site or each other.
� Strips of vegetation less than 20 m wide (measured perpendicular to the elevation exposed to the 

strip of vegetation) regardless of length and not within 20 m of the site or each other, or other 
areas of vegetation being classified.

� Non-vegetated areas, including waterways, roads, footpaths, buildings and rocky outcrops.
� Low threat vegetation; including grassland managed in a minimal fuel condition, maintained 

lawns, golf courses, maintained public reserves and parkland, vineyards, orchards, cultivated 
gardens, commercial nurseries, nature strips and wind breaks.

5.2.4.3 Building Siting and Bushfire Attack Levels

AS 3959 Construction of buildings in bushfire prone areas has six categories of Bushfire Attack Level 
(BAL), namely BAL-LOW, BAL-12.5, BAL-19, BAL-29, BAL-40 and BAL-FZ. These categories are 
based on heat flux exposure thresholds.

5.2.4.4 Methodology and Assumptions

The following BAL assessment has been undertaken to determine which lots are exposed to heat flux 
once surrounding land has been developed, and has been carried out based on the post development 
vegetation classification and effective slopes. 

The criteria used to undertake the BAL assessment is as follows:

� Designated FDI: 80. 
� Flame Temperature: 1090. 
� Effective Slope: Flat and Downslope 0-5°.   
� Vegetation Class: Forest. 
� Setback distances: Shown in Table 1 below.

5.2.4.5 BAL Outcome

BAL ratings for exposed areas of the development were determined using the methodology in 
Appendix A of AS 3959. This methodology is also outlined in the Planning for Bush Fire Protection - 
Edition 2 (WAPC, 2010).   The determined BAL ratings are shown spatially in Figure 12. 
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As discussed with officers from the Shire of Serpentine Jarrahdale, the BAL arising from classified 
vegetation south of the site, associated with the Manjedal Brook public reserve, has been determined 
from the edge of the existing fire break/fire service access road currently located within the public
reserve as shown in Figure 12. This fire break has been measured 10 m from the site boundary 
(within the Manjedal Brook public reserve). This approach was taken to avoid restricting the Shire of 
Serpentine Jarrahdale’s ability to undertake rehabilitation works within the public reserve in the future.

Classified vegetation situated to the east of the site has not been included in this BAL assessment as 
it is located more than 100 m from any proposed residential lots.

As shown in the Table 1 below, BAL-29 is not exceeded within the development, and there will be no 
dwellings exposed to a BAL rating above BAL-19, as shown in Figure 12.  

Table 1: Bushfire Attack Level assessment for exposed interface areas

AREA OF 
CLASSIFIED 
VEGETATION

VEGETATION CLASS SETBACK DISTANCE EFFECTIVE SLOPE 
(°)

BAL RATING

Manjedal Brook Open Forest 21-31 metres Flat BAL-29

31-42 metres Flat BAL-19

42-100 metres Flat BAL-12.5

27-37 metres Downslope 0-5 BAL-29

37-50 metres Downslope 0-5 BAL-19

50-100 metres Downslope 0-5 BAL-12.5

An assessment of BAL-29 means there is an increased risk of ember attack and burning debris ignited 
by windborne embers and a likelihood of exposure to an increased level of radiant heat (AS 3959). 
The risk is considered to be high. It is expected that the construction elements will be exposed to a 
heat flux not greater than 29 kW/m2. In this case, the recommended construction sections in AS 3959 
are 3 and 7.  

An assessment of BAL-19 means the risk is considered to be moderate. It is expected that the 
construction elements will be exposed to a radiant heat flux not greater than 19 kW/m2. There is a risk 
of ember attack and burning debris ignited by wind borne embers and a likelihood of exposure to 
radiant heat (AS 3959). The recommended construction sections in AS 3959 are 3 and 6.

An assessment of BAL-12.5 means the risk is considered to be low. It is expected that the 
construction elements will be exposed to a radiant heat flux not greater than 12.5 kW/m2. There is a 
risk of ember attack and burning debris ignited by wind borne embers and a likelihood of exposure to 
radiant heat (AS 3959). The recommended construction sections in AS 3959 are 3 and 5.

This assessment demonstrates that all proposed dwellings and structures will fall within the 
acceptable level of risk (i.e. BAL-29 and lower), with the majority of dwellings BAL-LOW and BAL-
12.5. 
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5.2.4.6 Landscaping Considerations

At a subdivision scale, landscape treatments within public open space and road reserves will be 
undertaken in a manner to ensure that these areas comply with the definition of ‘Low Threat’ 
vegetation in accordance with AS 3959.  This is addressed in more detail in the associated Precinct 2 
Landscape and Manjedal Brook Foreshore Management Plan (Emerge Associates 2015).

At an individual lot/dwelling level, landscape treatments can both assist in the survival of a dwelling 
and be a determining factor in its destruction. Landscaping can protect buildings by forming a barrier 
or deflector for wind-borne debris and radiant heat. It can also bring the fire directly to the dwelling. 
Therefore, a degree of care should be exercised when selecting and locating landscaping.

All plants will burn under the right conditions and plants do not attain a ‘fire resistance level’ that meets 
requirements of the Building Code of Australia (BCA).  Placing plants too close to a building, under 
timber decks or next to windows will provide a direct threat to the building. Having a clearance around 
the building will achieve the desired effect of creating a break between the vegetation and the building.  
A pathway around buildings may be one way to achieve this requirement. Landscaping can then be 
established at a suitable distance from the building.

5.2.4.7 Acceptable Solution A4.1: Hazard Separation

A Hazard Separation Zone (HSZ) is an additional fuel managed zone to create further separation 
between dwellings and bushfire hazard. It can extend out to 100 metres from buildings. In the case of 
subdivision within the site, the provision of a HSZ is not the ideal method to respond to relevant 
bushfire hazards.  The need for a HSZ is avoided through an appropriate increase in construction 
standards and compliance with AS 3959, and in this regards BAL-29 would not be exceeded within the 
site.   

The above BAL assessment demonstrates that a Building Protection Zone (discussed further below) 
combined with increased dwelling construction standards will achieve acceptable levels of risk for the 
development. By taking this approach it will be possible to construct dwellings to an appropriate 
standard (i.e. BAL-29 or less) under AS 3959.

5.2.4.8 Acceptable Solution A4.3: Building Protection Zone

One of the most important fire protection measures influencing the safety of people and property is to 
create a Building Protection Zone (BPZ) around buildings. The BPZ is a low fuel area immediately 
surrounding a building.  Non-flammable features such as irrigated landscapes, gardens, driveways 
and roads can form parts of a BPZ. 

Recent research into land management and house losses during the ‘Black Saturday’ Victorian 
bushfires concluded that the action of private landholders who managed fuel loads close to their 
houses was the single most important factor in determining house survival when compared with other 
land management practices, such as broad scale fuel reduction burning remote from residential areas 
(Gibbons et al., 2012). 

This BMP provides for two important BPZ considerations. The first involves the provision of an 
adequate perimeter BPZ where lots are within close proximity to an external bushfire hazard.  
Providing for an appropriate perimeter BPZ will ensure vegetation and fuels within close proximity to 
buildings are able to be managed to reduce radiant heat flux in the case of a bushfire and improve the 
likelihood of building survival. 
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The second involves the management of surrounding hazards located within future stages of the 
Whitby LSP area to the north, west and east of the site.  This will ensure an acceptable setback from 
any surrounding temporary bushfire hazards to reduce bushfire attack mechanisms impacting on any 
completed dwellings within the site before future stages are developed which would remove these 
hazards completely. The developer of the site (Gold Fusion), as the owner of land surrounding the 
site to the north, west and east, will ensure the removal and/or appropriate management (to a low fuel 
load standard) of woodland and grassland vegetation within 100m of the site to the north, east and 
west of the site prior to the creation of titles within the site.  This will act as a temporary hazard 
separation zone/external building protection zone, and will result in a ‘Low’ hazard being posed from 
these areas, and therefore no requirement for the provision of temporary internal BPZs for lots 
adjacent to surrounding development stages.

The establishment of the perimeter BPZ areas will ensure the predicted radiant heat flux exposure 
levels remains at or below BAL-29 for all future dwellings. 

Managing vegetation in the BPZ has two main purposes:

� To reduce direct flame contact and radiant heat from igniting the building during the passage of a 
fire front.

� To reduce ember attack and provide a safer space for people to defend (if required) before, 
during and after a fire front passes.

Proposed lots within the site that are situated in close proximity to identified bushfire hazards have a 
20 m minimum BPZ entirely accommodated within the site and/or areas associated with the broader 
Whitby LSP area and owned by the proponent, as shown in Figure 13. 

The BPZ must be established and maintained to the following standards:

� Width: 20m minimum as identified in Figure 13.  
� Fuel load: reduced to and maintained at 2 tonnes per hectare. 
� All tree crowns (or clumps of crowns) are a minimum of 10 metres apart, unless otherwise agreed 

with the relevant management authority.
� All trees to have lower branches pruned to a height of 2 metres.
� All tall shrubs or trees are not to be located within 2 metres of a building (including windows). 
� No tree crowns or foliage (including existing trees and shrubs and new plantings) is to be within 2 

metres of any building. 
� All fences and sheds are constructed of non-combustible materials (i.e. Colorbond, brick or 

limestone). 
� All shrubs to contain no dead material within the plant. 
� No tall shrubs are to be in clumps within 3 metres of any building. 
� No trees are to contain dead material in the crown or on the bole. 

It is the responsibility of the developer to ensure the BPZ is created through appropriate design, and 
that construction of buildings is restricted within the identified zone. 

5.2.5 Element: Design of the development

5.2.5.1 Performance Criteria

The design of the development is appropriate to the level of bushfire hazard that applies to the site.
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5.2.5.2 Acceptable Solution A5.2: Performance Criterion P5 Compliance

The development complies with AS 3959 and BAL-29 will not be exceeded for any dwelling.

5.3 Future development 

The BMP is expected to be implemented as part of the development approval process. In accordance 
with Condition 26 of WAPC Reference 150526, a Section 70A Notification on title will be required for 
those lots requiring increased construction standards, which will ensure the implementation and
ongoing compliance with this BMP within the future development.  The lots for which this notification is 
required are shown in Figure 14. 

Access to the site will be implemented as per the approved subdivision design, and water supply will 
comply with Water Corporation standards, in order to successfully mitigate bushfire risk to the 
development.

5.4 Access and fire breaks

Compliance with the Shire of Serpentine Jarrahdale Firebreak Notice is required across the entire site 
and public road access must provide two access options at all stages of development, as discussed in 
Section 5.2.2. 

5.5 Public education and community awareness 

Community bushfire safety is a shared responsibility between individuals, the community, government 
and fire agencies. DFES has an extensive Community Bushfire Education Program including a range 
of publications, a website and Bushfire Ready Groups. Prepare. Act. Survive. (DFES, 2012) provides 
excellent advice on preparing for and surviving the bushfire season. Other downloadable brochures 
are available from http://www.dfes.wa.gov.au/safetyinformation/fire/bushfire/pages/publications.aspx. 

The Shire of Serpentine Jarrahdale provides bushfire safety advice to residents available from their 
website http://www.sjshire.wa.gov.au/prevention/. It also provides details on how to become a 
volunteer at either of the local volunteer Bush Fire Brigades. Professional, qualified consultants also 
offer bushfire safety advice and relevant services to residents and businesses in high risk areas, and 
can provide advice to future residents who need to consider the need for increased construction 
standards to meet increased BAL ratings.

5.6 Fire safer areas

There are no designated Community Fire Refuges in the Shire of Serpentine Jarrahdale, However, at 
the time of an emergency, the relevant authorities can select an evacuation centre and DFES, the 
Shire of Serpentine Jarrahdale and Police will provide this information to residents.

A predetermined centre cannot be nominated, because there are no purpose-built structures (such as 
bunkers) designed to withstand the impacts of a bushfire. This means that the location of an 
evacuation centre is not determined until the position of the fire and the characteristics of a specific 
event are considered by authorities. There would be nothing more dangerous than sending residents 
to a centre which is in the direct path of a fire.
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The safest place to be during a bushfire is away from it. Where to go is an important element when 
people are relocating during a time of emergency (NSW Rural Fire Service, 2004). The preferred 
option for residents is to designate a destination that is not in a bushfire-prone area and will be safe to 
travel to before a bushfire attack. 

Those who find themselves threatened by a bushfire need options (VBRC, 2009). This may be 
because their plan to leave is no longer possible, because they cannot reach a place away from the 
fire front, or their plan to defend their property fails. Residents may also be caught away from their 
home when a bushfire threatens. 

The concept of a ‘Neighbourhood Safer Place’ and ‘Neighbourhood Safer Precincts’ has arisen from 
recommendations by the Victorian Bushfire Royal Commission into the Black Saturday bushfires.

There are many areas within the Shire of Serpentine Jarrahdale that are not bushfire-prone, including 
landscaped open spaces and urban areas, but they have not been declared. Obviously a non-
bushfire-prone area can provide a safe location for people during a bushfire, but there are no official 
criteria in Western Australia to determine these areas.  As there is no specific criteria to guide this 
process, DFES’s general advice is that when household bushfire survival plans have failed, residents 
should go to a safer place such as a local open space or building to seek shelter from a bushfire 
(DFES, 2012).

5.7 Assessment of fire management strategies

A grass or bushfire could approach the site from any direction, however the management of 
surrounding hazards under ownership of the developer will ensure the bushfire hazard and threat is 
limited to the forest vegetation located within the Manjedal Brook public reserve, situated to the south-
west of the site.  Classified vegetation surrounding the site to the north, east and west will be subject 
to clearing and/or management associated with proposed future residential subdivision and therefore 
will not pose long term considerations. 

Grassland and Woodland fuels within 100m of the site to the north, east and west will be managed by 
the developer at a low threat level to reduce the risk to development.  Fuels in public open space will 
be managed to be consistent with ‘Low Threat’ classification in accordance with AS 3959. 

Fire response operations will utilise the reticulated water supply and the extensive loop road network 
to defend property and life.

5.8 Implementing the Fire Management Plan 

5.8.1 Developer’s Responsibilities

To achieve an acceptable level of risk from bushfire, the developer’s responsibilities arising from this 
BMP are to:

� Install the public roads to standards outlined in Section 5.2.2. 
� On all vacant land, comply with the Shire of Serpentine Jarrahdale Firebreak Notices as 

published.
� Install reticulated water supply and hydrants to Water Corporation, DFES and the Shire of 

Serpentine Jarrahdale standards.
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� Design and landscape public open space areas to ensure that they meet the requirement of ‘Low 
Threat’ vegetation in accordance with AS 3959 and using species native and/or appropriate to the 
area and utilising the DFES recommended species list to create a low threat environment.

� For each individual lot/title within the site exposed to AS 3959 construction standards, ensure that 
they lodge a Section 70A Notification on the Certificate of Title in order to alert purchasers and
successors in title of the responsibilities of the BMP and bushfire building construction 
requirements.

� Establish BPZs within the site to standards as specified in this document, and ensure that they 
are appropriate to hand over to the Shire of Serpentine Jarrahdale if they are within road reserves 
(or the adjacent Manjedal Brook public reserve) to ensure an ongoing compliant zone.

� Liaise with the Shire of Serpentine Jarrahdale specifically regarding the treatment of areas within 
the Manjedal Brook public reserve to ensure that fuel loads are managed and to ensure there is 
no increased hazards to dwellings once established.

� Ensure that all areas within 100 m of the site that fall within their broader landholdings are
managed to ensure hazards from neighbouring stages do not threaten development.

� Provide detailed hydrant plans to the Shire of Serpentine Jarrahdale for monitoring.
� Make a copy of this BMP available to each lot owner subject to AS 3959 construction standards, 

along with the Homeowners Bush Fire Survival Manual, Prepare, Act, Survive (or similar suitable 
documentation) and the Shire of Serpentine Jarrahdale’s Firebreak Notice.

5.8.2 Property Owner/Occupier’s Responsibilities

The owners/occupiers of future individual residential lots within this site, as created by the subdivision 
process, are to maintain a reduced level of risk from bushfire, and will be responsible for undertaking, 
complying and implementing measures to protect their own assets (and people under their care) from 
the threat and risk of bushfire. Property owners and occupiers will be responsible for:

� Ensuring construction of dwellings complies with AS 3959, if required.
� If dwellings are subject to additional construction in the future, such as renovations, AS 3959 

compliance is required.
� Ensuring that lots, where required, comply with the Shire of Serpentine Jarrahdale’s Firebreak 

Notices as published. 
� Maintaining each property in good order to minimise bushfire fuels.
� Ensuring that where hydrants are located, they are not obstructed and remain visible at all times.

5.8.3 Shire of Serpentine Jarrahdale’s Responsibilities

The responsibility for compliance with the law rests with individual property owners and occupiers, and 
the following conditions are not intended to unnecessarily transfer some of the responsibilities to the 
Shire of Serpentine Jarrahdale.

The Shire of Serpentine Jarrahdale shall be responsible for:

� Ensure that dwellings proposed within the site comply with AS 3959 construction standards where 
required as part of the building licence process.

� Maintaining the existing 10m wide firebreak within the Manjedal Brook public reserve south of the 
site as a low fuel area as per the Shire of Serpentine Jarrahdale’s Firebreak Notice.  

� Maintain the existing firebreak within the Manjedal Brook public reserve south of the site to 
standards applicable to a Fire Service Access route, as outline in Section 5.2.2. 
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� Maintain gates and signage where the Fire Service Access road adjoins to public roads, to 
standards outlined in Section 5.2.2. 

� Providing fire prevention and preparedness advice to landowners upon request, including the 
Homeowners Bush Fire Survival Manual, Prepare, Act, Survive (or similar suitable 
documentation) and the Shire of Serpentine Jarrahdale’s Firebreak Notice.

� Ensuring bushfire hazard remains low in the public open space and road reserve areas once they 
are handed over from the developer.

� Monitoring bush fuel loads in road reserve sites and liaising with relevant stakeholders to maintain 
fuel loads at safe levels.

� Maintaining public roads to appropriate standards and ensuring compliance with the Shire of 
Serpentine Jarrahdale’s Firebreak Notices.

� Reviewing the BMP as necessary.

5.8.4 Water Corporation’s Responsibilities

The Water Corporation is responsible for the repair of water hydrants, as needed. 
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6 Conclusions

This BMP provides acceptable solutions and responses to the performance criteria that fulfil the intent 
of the bushfire hazard management issues outlined in Planning for Bushfire Protection Guidelines - 
Edition 2 (WAPC et al., 2010).  However it is important to note that community bushfire safety is a 
shared responsibility between governments, fire agencies, communities and individuals. 

Dwellings located within 100 m of permanently retained classified vegetation will have the risk 
mitigated via compliance with AS 3959 standards. BAL-29 is not exceeded and a BPZ is incorporated 
along the south-western boundary of the site through road reserve or future managed POS. Loop 
roads and reticulated water supply and hydrants are provided. The development will fall within the 
acceptable level of risk.
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8 Glossary

AS Australian Standard

AHD Australian Height Datum

BAL Bushfire Attack Level

BCA Building Code of Australia

BMP Bushfire Management Plan

BOM Bureau of Meteorology

BPZ Building Protection Zone

DFES Department of Fire and Emergency Services (was FESA)

ESL Emergency Services Levy

FESA Fire and Emergency Services (now DFES)

HSZ Hazard Separation Zone

LSP Local Structure Plan

POS Public Open Space

TPS Town Planning Scheme

VBRC Victorian Bushfires Royal Commission

WAPC Western Australian Planning Commission
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APPENDIX B 
FIREBREAK NOTICE AND FUEL HAZARD REDUCTION NOTICE 

Shire of Serpentine Jarrahdale – 2014/2015 Fire Season
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Firebreak Notice and Fuel 
Hazard Reduction Notice

Your legal responsibilities and fire safety information

Notice is hereby served to all residents and ratepayers  
of the Shire of Serpentine Jarrahdale

Failure to install and maintain firebreaks 
in accordance with this notice  

may result in a $5,000 fine

This Notice and information has effect from 1 October 2014. 
All previous Firebreak Notices are hereby cancelled.  
By order of Council, Richard Gorbunow,  
Chief Executive Officer
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DON’T COME HOME TO THIS...

TO REPORT 
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Important dates

Restricted Burning Period commences* ..............................1 October

Variation to Firebreak Order completed by .........................31 October

Variation to Firebreak Order, as approved by council,  
to be complied with by  .................................................. 15 November

Firebreak Installed by ..................................................... 30 November

Prohibited Burning Period commences* .......................... 1 December

Maintenance of Firebreaks ...............................1 December to 31 May

Prohibited burning period ends as  
Restricted Burning Period commences* ................................... 1 April

Restricted Burning Period finishes* .........................................31 May

*Subject to seasonal changes - check with  
the Shire of Serpentine Jarrahdale

...OR THIS

 DIAL 000

Shire of Serpentine Jarrahdale Fire Safety Information 3



FIREBREAK NOTICE 
Good firebreaks must be clear of 

everything - it may save a life.

BUSH FIRES ACT 1954  
Shire of Serpentine Jarrahdale 

PLEASE READ CAREFULLY 
THESE ARE YOUR LEGAL REQUIREMENTS

Action is required by all property owners to comply 
with this notice by 30 November each year and to 
maintain compliance until 31 May following for each 
and every year. 

Pursuant to the powers contained in Section 33 of the Bush Fires Act, 
1954 (as amended) you are hereby required on or before the 30th day 
of November each year  to remove from land owned or occupied by 
you all flammable material to clear bare mineral earth, unobstructed 
trafficable firebreaks in accordance with the following, and thereafter to 
maintain the land and/or clear bare mineral earth trafficable firebreaks 
clear of flammable material up to and including the 31st day of May for 
each and every year, in such positions/dimensions and specifications 
as required by this Notice or approved in writing by Council or its 
authorised officer. 

FAILURE TO COMPLY MAY RESULT IN A 
$5,000 FINE

Shire of Serpentine Jarrahdale Fire Safety Information 4



Definitions 
“Firebreak” means a strip of land that has been cleared of all trees, 
bushes, grasses and any other object or thing or flammable vegetation 
material leaving clear bare mineral earth. This includes the trimming 
back of all overhanging trees, bushes, shrubs and any other object or 
thing over the fire break area. 

“Flammable” means any bush, plant, tree, grass, vegetable, substance, 
object, thing or material that may or is likely to catch fire and burn.

“Trafficable” means to be able travel from one point to another in a 
4x4 fire vehicle on a firm and stable surface, unhindered without any 
obstruction that may endanger resources, no firebreak is to terminate 
without provision for egress to a safe place or a cleared turn around 
area of not less than a 19 meter radius (prior written approval from 
council is required).

“Vertical axis” means a continuous vertical uninterrupted line at a right 
angle to the horizontal line of the firebreak.

NON
ACCEPTABLE 
FIREBREAK

ACCEPTABLE 
FIREBREAK

Shire of Serpentine Jarrahdale Fire Safety Information 5
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ESINFO 01

Firebreak 
installation guide 

The purpose of this guide is to give an understanding of the principle 
locations of firebreaks on properties. Council acknowledges that 
not all properties are the same and has introduced a Variation to 
firebreak system. This allows property owners to apply for a variation 
to manage their properties responsibly within the environment they 
live in accordance with the Council firebreak notice. See ESINFO 03 
Page 13.

As a guide the picture below gives an indication of where firebreaks 
should be installed to meet the requirements of the Councils firebreak 
notice.
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The installation of firebreaks is only 
one element of the fire prevention picture. Firebreaks 
are required to be installed and maintained from 30 November until  
31 May each and every year. In some cases firebreaks may have to be 
reinstalled several times in one year. 

It is the property owner, not the contractor or  
lessee that is responsible for the standard and 

quality of the firebreaks installed and maintained.

The installation of firebreaks needs to be in harmony with total fire 
prevention activities of which some are highlighted below;

How to do hazard reduction
Reduction of fuel does not have to be as drastic as removing all 
vegetation. Environmentally this would be disastrous and often trees 
and plants can provide you with some bushfire protection from strong 
winds, intense heat and flying embers.

Methods of hazard reduction: 

In many circumstances, hand and mechanical clearing methods should 
be considered the best way to protect assets. These methods can be 
safer than burning, and easier to organise and maintain.

Raking or manual 
removal of fine fuels: 
remove fuels such as 
fallen leaves, twigs and 
bark less than 25mm on 
a regular basis.

Mowing grass: keep 
grass short, green and 
well watered.

Slashing and mulching:
this is an economical 
method of fuel reduction. 
To be effective, the cut material must be removed or allowed to rot 
before summer starts. Slashing and mowing may leave grass in 
rows, increasing fuel in some places. Mulching, or turbo mowing, 
also mulches the vegetation leaving the fuel where it is cut. 

MOWED FIREBREAKS  
ARE NOT ACCEPTED
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Ploughing and grading: these methods can produce effective 
firebreaks, however, the areas need constant maintenance. Loose 
soil may erode in steep areas, particularly where there is high rainfall 
and strong winds. Stepping and grading the firebreak into the incline 
reduces this effect.

Hazard reduction program
Autumn to winter (May - August)

clear. Use a professional contractor.

twigs and flammable shrubs.

the main dwelling.

and serviced where required.

evacuation routes.

second applications.

Spring (September - November)

dwelling.

Variation to Firebreak Order or your Bushfire Management Plan.

applications and maintenance

Early summer (November - May)

green.

gutters remain clear.

Long term precautions

Firebreak Notice or any Variation to Firebreak Order or Bushfire 
Management Plan issued by council.
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with this Firebreak Notice and will not be detrimental to fire 
suppression requirements in years to come.

and shutters, fill gaps into roof/wall spaces, fit fire screens to 
evaporative air conditioners and have them operable to provide a 
water only supply.  

and back up power for emergencies.

fittings, is unobstructed and the route trafficable.

or even join your local Brigade.

Additional information
Trees - live standing trees: Council does not expect you to remove 
large trees from or adjacent to boundaries so as to install the firebreak. 
The firebreak can simply detour around the tree/trees so as to afford 
safe access. This procedure does not require a Variation to Firebreak 
Order as long as the normal dimensions of the firebreak exist.

Roads, verges, bridle paths, footpaths, dual use access ways and 
reserves: None of the above can be classified as a firebreak for your 
property. Firebreaks must be on your own property to conform to the 
Firebreak Notice. However, any additional fire prevention activities on 
verges etc. is encouraged as long as it does not present a liability issue 
to Council. Removal of indigenous and substantive trees/vegetation 
requires council approval.

Emergency access ways: These are for Emergency Services vehicles 
only and are not to be considered as a firebreak or escape route.

Building Protection Zones
Building protection zones must be a minimum of 20 metres on flat land 
with the zone increasing as the slope increases. A building protection 
zone is a low fuel area immediately surrounding a building and is 
designed to minimise the likelihood of flame contact with buildings 
and the effect of radiant heat.
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It is important to maintain building protection zones and keep fuel 
loads below 2 tonnes per hectare through removal of long grasses 
and sedges, leaf litter, twigs and flammable shrubs. If there are large 
trees within 20 metres of the house, consider having them pruned 
by a professional contractor. There should be no trees overhanging 
buildings or assets within the building protection zone. 

Hazard separation zone
A Hazard separation zone 
is to provide additional 
fire protection by creating 
a physical separation 
between the buildings 
and the surrounding 
vegetation to reduce the 
impact of bush fires upon 
the structures within the 
Building Protection Zone 
including ember attack. A Hazard Separation Zone (HSZ) should 
extend for 80 metres beyond the Building Protection Zone or where 
the 80 metres cannot be achieved then the HSZ is to be to the lot 
boundary. 

As the occurrence of bush fires in this locality is inevitable and will 
burn in accordance with the prevailing weather and fuel conditions 
at the time, it is essential that property owners maintain HSZ on their 
land to have any degree of safety. The following practices should 
therefore be maintained:

Ha.

logs should be removed from the area on a regular basis prior to 
and during to the Bush Fire Season.
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THE HARDEST 
ASPECT OF FIRE 
PREVENTION IS 
EXPLAINING TO 
YOUR FAMILY 

WHY YOU DIDN’T 
UNDERTAKE 

ANY

Maintenance of firebreak, 
access and vegetation: Once 
your firebreaks, accesses 
and vegetation have been 
managed to meet your legal 
requirements of the Firebreak 
Notice, please ensure 
that these conditions are 
maintained all the way through 
until 31 May each year. It is fairly normal for regrowth to occur between 

free of obstructions such as fallen tree limbs, ensure vegetation is 
maintained to minimum levels.

Effective firebreaks: Firebreaks are there to provide safe access on 
your property to fire fighters. 
They need to be able to use 
the firebreak as a place of 
safety for themselves and their 
vehicles where the fire will not 
travel under their vehicles or 
underfoot. On days of strong 
winds or extreme conditions 
it is fully accepted that a 
three metre firebreak will be unlikely to stop a wildfire. The more fire 
prevention work you undertake, the greater the chance of your family 
and property surviving the ravages of fire.

Roadside (verge) burning: Please note it is an offence to set fire to 
Council road reserves/verges at any time of the year without a permit. 
Permits for this activity can only be obtained from the Council. Contact 
9526 1111 to obtain your permit.

NOT ACCEPTABLE
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ESINFO 03

Firebreak variation 
guidelines 

The following guidelines are acceptable categories for which a variation 
to firebreak may be applied for:

1. The topography makes the normal placement of a firebreak 
impractical or dangerous and alternative firebreak emergency 
access and fire prevention methods that meet the intention of the 
fire break order is provided and demonstrated. 

2. The topography/composition makes the normal methods of 
construction impractical (cap stone, rocky or waterlogged) 
and alternative firebreak emergency access and fire prevention 
methods that meet the intention of the fire break order is provided 
and demonstrated.

3. An approved Bushfire Management Plan for the property is in 
place and being conformed to and meets the intention of the fire 
break order is provided and demonstrated.

4. The firebreak variation only applies to a portion of the property that 
is reticulated lawn that is kept green and it can be demonstrated 
that it is maintained regularly to less than 25mm from the 1st 
December through to the 31st May inclusive.

5. The firebreak variation only applies to a portion of the property 
that is reticulated feed paddocks that is kept green and it can be 
demonstrated that it is maintained regularly to less than 100mm
from the 1st December through to the 31st May inclusive.

6. The variation only applies to the portion of the property that 
has reticulated garden beds, lawn, orchard or other accepted 
sustained cultivation, unless it is deemed by the Council or 
its Authorised Officer that the fuel type/loadings are a hazard, 
however, there must be in all cases, cleared access provided to 
enable emergency vehicular access to buildings and outbuildings 
and all parts of the property in accordance with Councils firebreak 
order.
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the firebreak would normally be placed, and placement of the 
firebreak is in an approved alternative position that affords 
proper emergency vehicular access and hazard management and 
prevention principles in accordance with Councils firebreak order.

8. Firebreaks are provided in agreed alternative locations to negate 
natural obstructions. 

9. Constructed driveways may where authorised, substitute for fire 
breaks as long as it remains trafficable for the firebreak as a whole 
and is maintained clear of all obstructions and flammable materials 
at all times in accordance with Councils firebreak order.

All requests must be made by 
the property owner or person 
authorised to act upon the 
owners behalf. Individual 
requests are required for 
each property and must be 
submitted on the approved 
document/application form.

The authorising officer has 
the right to grant, refuse, 
alter or add any conditions 
to an application, where 
alterations or additions are 
applicable, failure to comply 
within the timescales provided 
by the authorised officer will 
result in the refusal of the 
application and prosecution 
as if a firebreak had not been 
installed in accordance with 
the Council firebreak order.

Shire of Serpentine Jarrahdale Fire Safety Information 15
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days in which to conform to the normal requirements of the Councils 
firebreak notice/order.

Please note: You must have your variation in place and operational 
by the 15th November in the year you wish it to commence. It is your 
responsibility to demonstrate that the variation will be maintained 
from the 15th November through to the 31st May each year. Failure 
to demonstrate compliance and the ability to maintain the alternative 
solutions approved within the variation will automatically require total 
compliance with the firebreak order in its entirety.

Example plan of alternate firebreak variations:

Shire of Serpentine Jarrahdale Fire Safety Information 16
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Burning information
N.B. Subject to seasonal changes. Please check with Council.
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Please Note: on any day where the Fire Danger Rating is very high 
or higher e.g. extreme, during the restricted or prohibited burning 
times, NO garden refuse, wood, solid fuel barbecues, outdoor pizza 

any circumstance. Permits are automatically cancelled on these days. 
Due to unseasonable weather conditions these days maybe extended 
or shortened. You must check the local newspaper for details or call 
Council on 95261111 for further information. The Fire Danger rating 
can be found by calling the weather information line 1196. If in doubt 

Fire permit application
Before you call a Fire Control Officer ensure you have 
the following information

times whilst the fire is alight including contact phone number? 

fire front and is it in good working order? 

area? 

tyres treated posts or woods in the piles or area to be burnt? If so, 
remove them to a safe place.

intention to set fire to the bush be given at least 4 days or not more 
than 28 days prior to burning to “A Bush Fire Control Officer, or 
neighbours and a Forest officer if the fire is to be lit within 3km of 
the state forest”.

NB: for further information contact the Council 
offices on 9526 1111.

What will I be fined if I don’t comply?
Failure to produce permit to burn $500
Offences relating to lighting a fire in the  $3,000
open air
Obstruction of an authorised officer  $5,000
Disposal of burning cigarettes etc. $5,000
Failure of occupier to extinguish bush fire $10,000 
Setting fire to the bush during prohibited  $250,000
burning time  and 14 years 
 imprisonment  
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Burning of garden refuse is permitted during the restricted burning 
period as long as residents comply with this firebreak notice. If 
in doubt, check with your local Fire Control Officer or the Shire of 
Serpentine Jarrahdale. 

Burning on any day with a fire danger of ‘Very High’, 
‘Severe’, ‘Extreme’, or ‘Catastrophic’ is not permitted, 
and holds a penalty of $250. 

As a courtesy, you must notify all residents who adjoin the site of the 

other residents who might be inconvenienced by the pile burn should 
also be notified. 
The following considerations apply to all garden refuse burning:

locality, not household or building material such as plastics, 
wooden pallets, old cupboards or cardboard boxes

width, and must not be greater than one metre high

directions

(rakes and shovels) to conduct the burn and control any possible 
spot fires.

buildings

and that you have a hose with appropriate water pressure that can 
reach around the pile.

may be added until 11pm and the fire must be fully extinguished 
by midnight on the same night

piles at  once you will require a permit from your local Fire Control 
Officer

Garden refuse
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RIGHT ��

Burn piles clear of trees, fences, buildings and power lines

Correct size and clearance
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WRONG �

Pile is too big and needs a permit

DON’T burn piles under trees
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YOU WOULD NOT WANT TO COME 
HOME TO THIS WOULD YOU?

Can you imagine returning from work to find all your possessions 
gone, all the valuables, jewellery, treasured mementos from children 
and family, all your tools, machinery and vehicles burnt beyond 

SO TAKE ACTION NOW

what your fire plans are!

neighbours



FIRE ST

SMOKE ST

Contact details of your neighbours 

1     

2     

3     

4     

5     

6     

7     

8     

In the case of emergency keep these numbers handy so that you can 
call and notify your mate.

Shire of Serpentine Jarrahdale Fire Safety Information 23

“Be a mate to eight” 



Remember, report all fires to

000

Are you being a part of your community?
Join your local community Volunteer Bushfire Brigade  
or State Emergency Service, there are a lot of support  
roles besides active physical roles behind the scenes  

that also need your support.

Make a difference! 
Call 9526 1111

����������	
����������
�������������
���
�����	
�������
����
�����������
������ - SJESD

It is the property owner, not the contractor or  
lessee that is responsible for the standard and  

quality of the firebreaks installed and maintained.

A 6 Paterson Street, Mundijong WA 6123 
T  (08) 9526 1111  
F  (08) 9525 5441  
E  info@sjshire.wa.gov.au

www.sjshire.wa.gov.au
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Compliance Checklist

ELEMENT/QUESTION RESPONSE

1: Location

Does the proposal comply with the performance criteria by 
applying acceptable solution A1.1?

Yes.

2: Vehicular access

Does the proposal comply with the performance criteria by 
applying acceptable solution A2.1?

Yes.

Does the proposal comply with the performance criteria by 
applying acceptable solution A2.2?

Yes.

Does the proposal comply with the performance criteria by 
applying acceptable solution A2.3?

Not applicable.

Does the proposal comply with the performance criteria by 
applying acceptable solution A2.4?

Not applicable.

Does the proposal comply with the performance criteria by 
applying acceptable solution A2.5?

Not applicable.

Does the proposal comply with the performance criteria by 
applying acceptable solution A2.6?

Not applicable.

Does the proposal comply with the performance criteria by 
applying acceptable solution A2.7?

Yes.

Does the proposal comply with the performance criteria by 
applying acceptable solution A2.8?

Yes.

Does the proposal comply with the performance criteria by 
applying acceptable solution A2.9?

Not applicable.

Does the proposal comply with the performance criteria by 
applying acceptable solution A2.10?

Yes.

3: Water

Does the proposal comply with the performance criteria by 
applying acceptable solution A3.1?

Yes.

Does the proposal comply with the performance criteria by 
applying acceptable solution A3.2?

Not applicable.

Does the proposal comply with the performance criteria by 
applying acceptable solution A3.3?

Not applicable.

4: Siting of the Development

Does the proposal comply with the performance criteria by 
applying acceptable solution A4.1?

No.
However, the performance criteria P4 is achieved, because all 
dwellings within 100 m of classified vegetation will comply with 
AS 3959 and BAL-29 is not exceeded.

Does the proposal comply with the performance criteria by 
applying acceptable solution A4.2?

Yes.
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ELEMENT/QUESTION RESPONSE

Does the proposal comply with the performance criteria by 
applying acceptable solution A4.3?

Yes.

Does the proposal comply with the performance criteria by 
applying acceptable solution A4.4?

No.
However, the performance criteria P4 is achieved, because all 
dwellings within 100 m of classified vegetation will comply with 
AS 3959 and BAL-29 is not exceeded.

Does the proposal comply with the performance criteria by 
applying acceptable solution A4.5?

Not applicable.

5: Design of the Development

Does the proposal comply with the performance criteria by 
applying acceptable solution A5.1?

No.
However, the proposal does comply with the performance 
criterion P5, because building construction standards will be 
increased to comply with AS 3959 to offset the requirement for 
a HSZ; BAL-29 is not exceeded.

Does the proposal comply with the performance criteria by 
applying acceptable solution A5.2?

Yes.

Applicant Declaration 

I declare that the information provided is true and correct to the best of my knowledge. 

Signature:  

Name: Rohan Carboon

Date: 10/06/2015




